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Establishing Group Norms
• The people who are here today want to engage in dialogue

• Collectively we value:
• Honesty
• Respect
• Diversity of opinion, experience, and background
• Creating space for everyone to participate
• Being present
• Sitting with and working through defensiveness, judgment, and discomfort
• Questions—there are no bad questions

• We will attempt to speak from experience; use “I statements” when possible

• We will approach conversations from a place of care, remembering that people might be going 
through something you don't know



Briefing on the Project



The Origins and 
Goals of this Project

To collaborate and crowdsource ideas 
on the opportunities and challenges 
for regulatory agencies 
implementing lasting and equitable 
climate and energy solutions 
in New England states



As core 
regulators of our 
monopoly gas 
and electricity 
suppliers, 
Public Utility 
Commissions 
are central to 
state climate 
action.



The Climate and Development Lab Model



Climate and Development Lab Reports on Utilities and their regulators: PUCs and Legislatures

Available at: 

www.climatedevlab.brown.edu



We have known about climate change for 35 years 
but have failed to respond adequately.

Oregon, 2017



Source: Brulle 2020. 

The only major climate legislation at the national level (the Waxman-Markey bill) 
with a chance of passage was met with a tidal wave of lobbying spending.



Lobbying spending anti-climate action 2013-2018, Massachusetts

Source: CDL/CSSN 2020.

The situation at the state level is similar: the top ten anti-
climate action lobbying groups in Massachusetts spent 6.4 
times more than the ten most pro-climate groups.



Blocking efficacy = 
number of bills that were 
opposed and failed.

Passing efficacy = 
number of bills that were 
supported and passed.

Utilities were uniquely successful in both blocking bills (>120 over the three 
legislative sessions) and in getting bills passed (major “omnibus” energy bills). 
They also spent the most by far on lobbying.

Source: CDL/CSSN 2020.



Why isn’t faster climate action 
happening in New England?
1. With deadlock in Washington, states are now the focus of most climate 

legislation

2. Public Utilities Commissions (who regulate monopolies) are the key gatekeeper

3. PUCs were created with mandates from a century ago (cost, reliability)

4. PUCs and their importance are poorly understood

5. Participation in PUC cases is difficult and expensive--highly technical and legal

6. Utilities have a vastly imbalanced influence

We wish to open dialogue of routes forward.



Project Outcomes

Final Report (by March 2023)

Public Workshops
(March through December 

2022)

Background 
report 

(March 2022)

Project Outcomes



Briefing on Massachusetts Climate 
Goals, Progress, Best Practices, and 
Barriers



Background Report
Available at: 
https://www.synapse-
energy.com/project/study-climate-
action-and-public-utility-
commissions-new-england-states



General Best Practices
• Setting and achieving economy-wide, legally binding 

greenhouse gas emission reduction targets and other 
supportive policies

Clarity and Transparency in 
Climate Legislation

• Requiring PUC to address climate change in its 
mission and decision-makingPUC Authority

• Enacting environmental justice legislation and 
policies and defining environmental justice

Promoting Equity and 
Environmental Justice

• Establishing a Climate Change Coordinating Council 
and collaborating on action

Strengthening Interdepartmental 
and Interagency Coordination



Source: Synapse Energy Economics. (2022). A Better New England Regulatory Framework for Mitigating Climate Change. Available at: https://www.synapse-
energy.com/project/study-climate-action-and-public-utility-commissions-new-england-states. Updated 8/31/22.

Massachusetts’ Climate Policies and Goals

100% 
(by 2033)

Massachusetts has 

the highest economy-

wide, legally binding 

goals to reduce 

emissions of the New 

England states and 

stringent supportive 

policies.



Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts. (2021). GHG Emissions and Mitigation Policies. Available at: www.mass.gov/info-details/ghg-emissions-and-mitigation-policies

Massachusetts' Progress
In 2018, Massachusetts was 

nearly halfway to its 2030 

greenhouse gas emission 

reduction goal and had 

demonstrated more 

progress towards this goal 

than other New England 

states. 



Barriers
• Many significant 

barriers were 
identified, and many 
are likely relevant to 
many states.

• Every barrier was not 
explicitly identified in 
each state.



1. No states appear to be on track to achieve their 2030 goals.
2. There is a trend towards establishing Climate Councils, which 

may be necessary to ensure sustained focus and collaboration. It 
is unclear how these bodies are performing and what changes 
may be needed to improve performance.

3. PUCs are particularly important in achieving goals but may not 
be well-integrated in actions and solutions.

What We Learned



4. Massachusetts is a leader in climate legislation. In 2021, An Act Creating a Next-
Generation Roadmap for Massachusetts Climate Policy: 

◦ mandated the Department of Public Utilities (DPU) to consider climate change as 
part of its official mission,

◦ required the DPU to develop official state language on environmental justice and 
classify environmental burdens, and

◦ established a new precedent specific to regulation of gas utilities that directs the 
DPU to expand its existing priorities of system safety, security, reliability, and 
affordability to include equity and reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. 

5. The 2022 Act Driving Clean Energy and Offshore Wind includes additional support for 
renewables and transportation electrification and further limits the use of fossil fuels.

What We Learned (cont’d)



6. Massachusetts was the first state in New England to combine energy and 
environmental agencies under one cabinet secretary. 

7. Coalitions of utilities, fossil and chemical companies, real estate companies, and 
fossil fuel power generation companies frequently oppose climate and clean 
energy bills through legislative lobbying and active involvement in DPU regulatory 
proceedings. 

8. Conflicts of interest and utility control over the identification and selection of 
solutions are barriers to creating a climate resilient Massachusetts.

9. While the PUC must consider climate change in its decision-making, there is 
currently no accountability for the PUC if climate goals are not met.

What We Learned (cont’d)



9. The absence of a climate council may result in gaps in coordination with and 
between state agencies.

10. Massachusetts may also experience issues mentioned in other states such as a lack 
of technical support for decision-makers, lack of funding and staff capacity, and 
low public awareness and participation (especially by EJ communities) in PUC 
proceedings.

What We Learned (cont’d)



Questions?



Breakout Session #1: 
Idea Brainstorming



Breakout Discussion #1
In your opinion and 
experience...
• In addition to what is already 
underway, what else can be 
done to meet Massachusetts’ 
climate goals? How does equity 
fit in with these ideas?

• What policies and programs 
need to be in place to support 
the development of equitable 
utility regulation and climate 
action in Massachusetts?

Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts. (2021). GHG Emissions and Mitigation Policies. Available at: www.mass.gov/info-details/ghg-emissions-and-mitigation-policies



Breakout Session 1: Report Back Ideas
1. Bridge gaps in knowledge of various stakeholders

2. Limit additional gas system investment and encourage retirement of aging assets

3. Start conversations with more stakeholders to improve future legislation

4. Hold state agencies accountable for achieving goals

5. Enable electrification by addressing costly upgrades to the outdated grid

6. Account for the benefits of reduced climate change and health impacts in evaluation of solutions

7. Fix DPU file room to make it easier to use

8. Enlist third parties in evaluating what is going on and calling out disinformation

9. Pull decision making away from utilities/centralize the decision making across electric/gas at the state level

10. Ensure community input is provided upfront, identify community representatives (including local elected officials) 
that the DPU and others should consult with, and expand the ability for these groups to intervene proactively

11. Increase specificity in legislation regarding actions and authority

12. Reform fossil fuel and electricity/renewable infrastructure siting



Breakout Session #2: 
Force Field Analysis & Idea Prioritization



Opposing Forces

Force Field Analysis

Driving Forces
IDEA

• Why does this change need to be made?

• Who is requesting this change and why?

• What factors will affect this moving forward?

• Who will oppose moving forward or making 

changes?



Opposing Forces
Force Field Analysis Example
Driving Forces

Bike 
Paths

Why does this change need to be made? 
Who is requesting this change and why?

What factors will affect moving forward? 
Who will oppose moving forward or making 
changes? 

Bikers who 
want safer 
conditions

Vehicle owners/ 
operators who 

want safer 
conditions

Budget 
limitations for 
municipalities

Other projects 
taking 

precedence

Vehicle owners 
and operators 
annoyed by 

bikers

City planners



Processing the Force Field Example
What are the steps to move forward?

Who are the key people that need to be brought to 
the driving side?

Budget limitations for 
municipalities to invest 

in bike paths

Re-allocating city 
budget for biker 

& pedestrian 
safety

Seek grant 
funding for the 
muni for city 
planning and 

community safety

City councilor/ 
legislators who can 

advocate for re-
allocating the budget 
in order to prioritize 

new bike paths

Bike safety interest 
groups can target 

key legislators with 
a pro-bike lane 

campaign

Opposing side idea:



Contact Information

Timmons Roberts, Brown University: 
timmons@brown.edu



This presentation is an educational resource to help facilitate 
conversation amongst stakeholders around opportunities and 

challenges associated with advancing climate action in New England.


